Curriculum Overview Year 3 Spring Term 2017
English
Maths
We will be studying Non-chronological reports, identifying the Numeracy work will focus on addition, subtraction, multiplication and division,
features, reading examples and writing our own reports. This understanding the number system to include place value, solving problems,
will link with our IPC topic. In addition we will be investigating measurement, shape and space, and data handling. There will be a weekly maths
narrative writing, focusing on short stories in particular. We test. Lessons include a mental oral starter linked to the children’s learning to
will also be exploring instructional texts. Spelling, grammar and improve rapid response and quick thinking.
punctuation skills will be developed in accordance to the Yr 3/4
curriculum objectives.
PSHE
PE
RE
We will be linking PSHE to our IPC
In PE the following areas will be covered: RE this term will give children the opportunity to study how
topic, looking at the way volcanoes and gymnastics, dance, invasion games and music conveys religious meaning, identifying elements of
earthquakes make an impact on
outdoor adventure activities. Through prayer in music and writing and to consider the meaning
people’s lives. We will also be looking these, the children will develop and extend conveyed by language.
at friendships and how to look after
their practical skills, knowledge and
one another.
understanding and team work.
IPC
Art & Design
IPC is our topic based approach to the foundation subjects. In Art we will be looking at the hot and cold colours on the colour wheel. We will also
be making representative pictures of volcanic activity.
We will be finding out about volcanoes and earthquakes;
buildings and strong structures for design Technology; in
Science, what makes these natural phenomenon happen; for
music we will compose our own pieces; the devastation of
Computing
Pompeii will be our History and in Art, hot and cold colours
Our ICT (Computing) will be based around research skills and search engines. We will
representing volcanoes.
be considering how to stay safe on line and how to use sensible and safe key words to
find information while combining these skills with presentational devices.

